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› Credit linked to asset prices: positive feedback => speculation in the upswing, debt 

deflation in the downswing 

› Land & property: biggest, most widely owned asset market in each economy 

› Mortgages as tradeable assets: collateral on bank and other financial balance sheets 

 

 

› Direct link to household consumption (the ‘House of Debt’ hypothesis) 

 

› property= bank collateral: link to banking fragility and investment (Zhang et al, 2017) 

 

› Why macrofragility? Mortgage credit increases debt, but not income -  debt/income rises 
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banks 

Goods and services 
economy = GDP 

Debt/GDP stable 

Property & financial 
markets 

Debt/GDP rising 

Why are mortgages special? 
Mortgage credit increases debt, but not income - debt/income rises  

=> macrofinancial fragility 

 

 

 



Example: the Netherlands since 1990 

Mortgage credit increases debt, but not income  
private debt/income rises 

Debt/GDP rising 

Debt/GDP stable 
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Debt/GDP stable 

Debt/GDP rising 
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› We collect new data  

• Four categories of bank credit for 57 countries, 1970-2012  update to 2015 underway 

• Changing credit composition is measured by the change in the share of mortgage credit 

› We estimate  

• credit composition regressed on duration, depth, cost and severity of the post-2007 crises 

• Robustness: control variables, Bayesian Model Averaging, subsamples 

• Do more highly leveraged banking systems do worse? 

• Are investment of consumption volumes the channel of transmission? 

• Is investment efficiency (Wurgler, 2000) a channel of transmission? 

› We find 

• Credit composition trumps credit growth in explaining post-crisis recessions. 

• Mortage credit effects are negative, other credit categories have no effect 

• Asymmetry: rising mortgage credit shares have stronger negative effects 

• Bayesian Model Averaging: mortgage credit shares should be included in recession models 

• Are more leveraged banking systems worse? Yes 

• Investment not consumption is the main channel 

• Investment volumes ánd investment efficiency are affected 

 

 



 Data  

 

› 57 countries over 1970-2012 , four categories of credit  

• Consumption loans to households  

• Mortgage credit to households 

• Non-financial business credit  

• Financial-business credit 

 Sources: country-level consolidated balance sheets of monetary financial 

institutions (hand collected). 

 

› Other data: Credit market regulation (Frazer institute), exchange rate regimes, 

trade & financial openness, current account, GDP level and growth, investment, 

consumption 
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 Explaining the depth of post-crisis recessions 
 

debt growth or debt transformation? 
scatters against the depth of post-crisis recessions 
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post-crisis recessions: 

what do we know and what is new? 
Stylized fact:  

post-crisis recessions are worse in economies with more pre-crisis private debt growth. 

Claessens et al., 2010, IMF 2010, 2011, Lane and Milesi-Ferretti, 2011; Rose and Spiegel, 2011; Feldkircher,2014. 

 

We add:  

Credit composition trumps credit growth in explaining post-crisis recessions 

 

Closely related: 

Crisis probability and severity increases with more household debt / mortgage debt 

Werner 1997, Jappelli, 2008, Barba and Pivetti 2009, Berrak et al 2010, IMF, 2012, Sutherland et al 2012, Jorda et al 
2014 

 

What is new? 

- Mortgage debt observed for 51 economies  

- Data to 2012 

- Four ways to measure recession severity 

- Bayesian Model averaging 

- Deposit funding gap included 

- Investment and consumption channels distinguished 

- Mortgage share growth related to declines in investment efficiency pre2003 – post2008 
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post-crisis recessions: 

How to measure them? What are their determinants? 

 

Claessens et al., 2010:  

recession duration & the severity of income loss following the crisis 

explained by the change in average growth house price appreciation, bank credit growth prior to the 
crisis, and size of the current account deficit  

 

Cecchetti et al, 2011: 

the post-crisis cumulative GDP gap 

explained by : lower banking sector capitalization, current account deficits, low foreign exchange 
reserves and again, high private sector credit-to-GDP ratio 

 

Berkmen et al, 2012: 

the output growth forecast error 

explained by is explained by the bank-credit-to-deposit ratio, credit growth, and short-term debt.  

 

Babecky 2013: 

leading indicators for the costs of economic crisis are: 

domestic housing prices, share prices and credit growth, and global variables such as private credit 
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› - include variables repeatedly found significant in 11 recent 

studies: 

• pre-crisis 2005-2007 real GDP growth 

• real GDP per capita,  

• the current account balance, 

• trade openness 

• financial openness 

• credit market deregulation 

• exchange rate regime 

• bank leverage ratio 

• … and mortgage credit shares 

 

› -  undertake Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) 
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The model selection challenge – solutions:  
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Mortgage credit shares and post-crisis recession depth 
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Mortgage credit shares and post-crisis recession duration 
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Mortgage credit shares and post-crisis recession cost 
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Mortgage credit shares and post-crisis recession severity 

     



The deposit funding gap matters  | 17 



Investment is the main channel (different from Mian & Sufi)  | 18 



… and investment efficiency declined more in countries 

where mortgage credit shares rose faster 
as in Checchetti & Kharroubi (2013),  different from Mian & Sufi (2015) 
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Robustness, I: Bayesian Model Averaging: 

Should mortgage credit shares be in a model explaining recessions? 

Posterior Inclusion Probabilities for 10 variables  
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Robustness, II: What about other credit shares?  



Conclusions and further work 

CONCLUSIONS: 

 

• Credit composition trumps credit growth in explaining post-crisis recessions. 

• Mortage credit effects are negative, other credit categories have no effect 

• Asymmetry: rising mortgage credit shares have stronger negative effects 

• Bayesian Model Averaging: mortgage credit shares should be included in recession models 

• Are more leveraged banking systems worse? Yes 

• Investment not consumption is the main channel 

• Investment volumes and investment efficiency are both affected 

 

FURTHER RESEARCH:  

 

Why does credit composition deepen financial crisis + recession? What drives credit composition? 

 => mechanisms: agent-based model (work with Schasfoort, Godin, Kinsella, Caverzasi) 

 => capital flows (Samarina and Bezemer, Journal of International Money and Finance 2016) 

 => With Lu Zang, Arzu Uluc : work on micro data (UK banks) 

›   Does the method of loan funding matter? 

›   do mortgages increase financial fragility? 

›   Can we trace matched bank –firm channels? 
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